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ABSTRACT: Exsolution generates stable and catalytically active metal nanoparticles via phase precipitation out of a host oxide. An ability to control the size
and dispersion of the exsolution particles is desirable for design of nanostructured
(electro)catalysts. Here, we demonstrate that tuning point defects by lattice strain
aﬀects both the thermodynamics and the kinetics of iron (Fe0) exsolution on
La0.6Sr0.4FeO3 (LSF) thin ﬁlm model. By combining in situ surface characterization and ab initio defect modeling, we show oxygen vacancy and Schottky
defects to be the primary point defects formed upon Fe0 exsolution. Lattice strain
tunes the formation energy, and thus the abundance of these defects, and alters
the amount and size of the resulting exsolution particles. In addition, we ﬁnd that
the density of exsolved nanoparticles matches the concentration of oxygen
vacancy pairs, thus pointing to the surface oxygen vacancy pairs as preferential nucleation sites for exsolution. The tensile-strained
LSF with a facile formation of these critical point defects results in a higher Fe0 metal concentration, a larger density of nanoparticles,
and a reduced particle size at its surfaces. These results provide important mechanistic insights and highlight the role of point-defect
engineering in designing nanostructured catalysts in energy and fuel conversion technologies.

■

be inevitable.8,20−22 As a result, the current exsolution studies
typically report metal nanoparticles with tens of nanometers in
size. To establish a desired morphology of the exsolved
nanoparticles, one has to be able to control the exsolution
parameters, through the underlying mechanisms.
Herein, we propose that an ability to control the point defect
formation in the host oxide is needed to tune exsolution, both
thermodynamically and kinetically. First, formation of oxygen
vacancy and cation vacancy defects has been suggested as the
elementary processes in exsolution.23,24 Thus, the ease to form
these defects in the host oxide is a key factor in the
thermodynamics as well as the kinetics of exsolution. As an
example, an increased concentration of A-site vacancies and
oxygen vacancies in perovskite oxides (ABO3) has been
observed to assist B-site exsolution by creating local B-site
excess25 and under-coordinated B-site cations,23,26 respectively.
Second, it is known that oxygen vacancies on oxide surfaces
can serve as preferential nucleation sites for supported metal
nanoparticles, based on the increased binding energy of metal
atom clusters to such point defects.27,28 Using the same

INTRODUCTION
Oxide-supported metal nanoparticles are key functional
components in a wide range of energy storage and conversion
technologies.1−3 A recent advance in the design of materials for
these applications is to exsolve metal nanoparticles that act as
catalysts for reactions of interest. In this process, catalytically
active transition metals are ﬁrst substituted into the parent
oxide under oxidizing conditions, and the metallic nanoparticles are then precipitated from the host matrix upon
reduction. Nishihata et al. initially demonstrated exsolution in
three-way catalysts.4 Compared to particles prepared by
deposition or impregnation,1,5 the exsolved nanoparticles are
partially embedded in the parent oxide.6 Their anchored
structure makes the exsolved nanoparticles highly resistant
toward coarsening7,8 and helps maintain the particles in their
original position of nucleation.9 In addition, the exsolved
particles are more resilient against coking6 and can be
redissolved into the host oxide upon oxidation at elevated
temperatures for catalyst regeneration.10,11 Today, the concept
of exsolution has been expanded to a number of other
applications including solid oxide electrochemical cells,12−14
ceramic membrane reactors,15,16 chemical looping combustion,17 and photocatalysis.18 Due to the size-dependent
performance of supported metal catalysts,19 exsolved nanoparticles with ever smaller sizes and higher densities are
desirable. Since exsolution often requires long-time reduction
at elevated temperatures, some coarsening of particles seems to
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Figure 1. Chemistry and structure of LSF prior to and upon exsolution. (a) Fe 3p and O 1s spectra collected in situ in 0.5 Torr H2 under diﬀerent
temperatures. Fe 3p and O 1s spectra were collected at a photon energy of 420 and 860 eV, respectively. (b) Evolution of surface Fe0 concentration
and the normalized O 1s intensity during exsolution. (c) Schematic representation of the point defect formation reactions in LSF during exsolution:
ﬁrst formation of oxygen vacancies, followed by the Schottky defects. (d) SEM images, (e) out-of-plane symmetric 2θ−ω XRD patterns, and (f) O
K-edge TEY-XAS measurement of the as-prepared (top), reduced (middle), and exsolved (bottom) LSF. The XRD scan is collected at the
pseudocubic (002) reﬂection, where LSF and SrTiO3 substrate peaks are indicated with an arrow and an asterisk, respectively.

diﬀerent perovskite hosts.30,31 This complexity requires a
method to decouple point defect formation during reduction,
from other compositional eﬀects on exsolution. Keeping the
cation composition ﬁxed while altering the concentration and
stability of point defects in the host oxide by external ﬁelds is
desirable for this purpose. The second challenge is to identify
the key defect structure that facilitates the nucleation of
exsolving particles. Previous studies have calculated the B-site
segregation energy (as a metric for exsolution) as a function of
defect concentration.23,32−34 However, it remains unclear how
the point defect type, structure, and distribution aﬀect the
particle nucleation process in exsolution. As noted above,
oxygen vacancies may play a role here, akin to their role in

argument, we propose that oxygen vacancies can also increase
the nucleation density and rate of exsolution of particles and,
hence, increase the nanoparticle density and dispersion.29
Establishing the connection between the microscopic point
defect formation and the macroscopic nanoparticle exsolution,
however, is not trivial. The ﬁrst challenge is to isolate point
defect formation from other experimental parameters. Most
studies, to date, focused on screening diﬀerent host perovskite
oxides and diﬀerent metal cation dopants to examine the
exsolution process as a function of defect concentration.23,25
However, the large variety in the surveyed compositions
introduces the uncertainty that other factors may interfere, for
example, the diﬀerence in the solubility of a given metal in
B
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binding the supported metal nanoparticles.27,28 To address this
problem, one needs to develop a method to link the local point
defect chemistry and structure to the exsolution properties of
the host oxide.
In this work, we present an experimental and analysis
framework to tackle both of the challenges noted above. We
use biaxial lattice strain as an approach to tailor point defect
formation without changing the nominal cation composition of
the host oxide. Previous studies have shown that lattice strain
can change the concentration,35,36 migration barrier,37 as well
as the degree of ordering38 of point defects in oxides.
Therefore, by tuning the formation energy (and thus the
abundance) of the point defects in the host oxide with biaxial
lattice strain, we can examine their impact on metallic
nanoparticle exsolution while keeping the nominal composition of the perovskite unchanged. To quantitatively interpret
the role of point defects, we developed a multiscale defect
model by combining density functional theory (DFT)
calculations and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. We used
the former to obtain the energetics associated with straindependent point defect formation, as well as binding of metal
atoms to point defects, and the latter to identify the critical
defect structures that facilitate nanoparticle nucleation.
To demonstrate this approach, we take epitaxial
La0.6Sr0.4FeO3 (LSF) thin ﬁlms as a model system, primarily
due to its well-studied defect chemistry and the range of
applications that use it as an electrocatalyst.39,40 Previous
studies have demonstrated that upon reduction (both
chemically22,41 and electrochemically,42−44 metallic iron
particles (Fe0) can be exsolved from the LSF lattice. It is
known that exsolution can occur both at the surface and in the
bulk of an oxide.45,46 Recently, in situ transmission electron
microscopy experiments have demonstrated that the metal
nanoparticles nucleate directly at the surface of a perovskite
oxide at early stages of exsolution.9,17 Since the nanoparticles
being exsolved on the surface are of greater importance for
catalysis and electrocatalysis, we focus on the surface
exsolution on LSF in this work.
By quantifying surface defect states with near-ambient
pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (NAP-XPS), we
identify the initial oxygen vacancy formation and the following
Schottky defect formation as the primary defect reactions prior
to and during Fe0 nanoparticle exsolution on LSF. MC
simulations, using ab initio defect and binding energies, show
that oxygen vacancy pair concentration at the surface correlates
well with the experimentally found nanoparticle concentration,
and thus, these defect pairs could serve as nucleation sites for
the exsolved Fe0 nanoparticles. DFT calculations also conﬁrm
the oxygen vacancy pairs to be a more favorable binding site
for Fe adatoms and Fe dimers, compared to isolated oxygen
vacancy. Then, by tuning the formation of oxygen vacancy and
Schottky defects in the LSF thin ﬁlms with lattice strain, while
keeping all other experimental parameters unchanged, we
unequivocally demonstrate the capability to tailor nanoparticle
exsolution via point defect control. As a result, the LSF surface
with the most enhanced point defect formation under tensile
strain had the highest Fe0 concentration, the largest particle
density, as well as the ﬁnest particle size. The strain-modiﬁed
point defect formation model here can also reconcile the
inconsistent strain dependencies that have been reported for
exsolution on diﬀerent perovskite oxides (discussed
below).47,48 Our results highlight the fundamental role of
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point defects in tailoring exsolution and engineering nanostructured catalysts.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Point Defect Reactions Prior to and at the Onset of
Exsolution. We assessed the surface defect chemistry during
exsolution on the LSF ﬁlm grown on SrTiO3(001) substrate
using NAP-XPS. The LSF thin ﬁlm was heated in 0.5 mbar of
dry H2 during continuous gas ﬂow (Supplementary Note 1).
As shown in Figure 1a, a feature at 51.5 eV in the Fe 3p spectra
emerges at 350 °C, which can be assigned to the metallic Fe0
species (Supplementary Note 2). The intensity of this Fe0
species indicates the amount of Fe exsolution. Meanwhile, two
changes in the normalized O 1s spectra arise during Fe
exsolution. First, the overall intensity of the normalized O 1s
spectra decreased upon heating in H2 atmosphere, indicating
an increase in the oxygen nonstoichiometry (δ in
La0.6Sr0.4O3−δ) in the near-surface region.49 (XPS analysis
approach is presented in Supplementary Note 3.) Second,
when the LSF surface is being reduced, the oxygen species at
∼532 eV, which is usually assigned to the segregated SrO
surface layer of the perovskite,50,51 vanishes. A consistent
observation regarding the disappearance of the surface Sr
species is present in the Sr 3d spectra (Supplementary Note 4).
The evolution of the surface Fe0 concentration, along with
the relative change in the normalized O 1s intensity, is plotted
in Figure 1b, as a function of the reduction temperature. As
illustrated, the surface chemical evolution during the exsolution
process consists of two stages. First, when heating the sample
in H2 at a temperature below 350 °C, the surface became more
reduced as is featured by a decrease in the O 1s intensity,
consistent with the formation of oxygen vacancies near the
surface. Meanwhile, no Fe0 was present on the surface. In the
second stage, when the reduction temperature is higher than
350 °C, Fe0 appeared at the surface, and its concentration
increase was accompanied by a further decrease in the O 1s
intensity. The absolute values of the O 1s intensity change in
Figure 1b should be treated as only semiquantitative. This is
because exsolution introduces chemical and roughness
evolution on the surface, making it very diﬃcult to ﬁnd a
constant surface species to normalize the O 1s spectra.
Nevertheless, the quantiﬁcation uncertainties do not impede
the demonstration of the increase in the oxygen nonstoichiometry during exsolution.
Based on the NAP-XPS results, we show Fe metal
precipitation can only occur beyond a certain threshold of
reduction. We can thus ascribe two types of point defect
reactions being involved in the exsolution process (schematically shown in Figure 1c). In the ﬁrst step, which we call mild
reduction, the oxidized perovskite releases lattice oxygen (seen
as the decrease in O 1s signal), forming oxygen vacancies,
without reaching its critical decomposition nonstoichiometry.
This step is prior to metal precipitation and can be expressed
in Kröger−Vink notation52 as
×
OO
→ V O•• + 2e′ + Oatm

O×O,

(1)

V••
O,

where
e′, and Oatm denote a neutral lattice oxygen, a
doubly positive-charged oxygen vacancy, an electron, and an
oxygen atom in the gas phase, respectively. Depending on the
reducing agent, Oatm can be present in the form of diﬀerent
molecules such as O2, H2O, and CO2.
In the second step, which involves metal phase precipitation,
metallic Fe species form together with the oxygen release (as
C
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Figure 2. Atomic structure and chemical nature of the exsolved nanoparticles. (a) SEM image (scale bar: 200 nm) of an LSF ﬁlm after being
reduced in 200 sccm 3% H2/N2 at 650 °C for 5 h. (b) Low magniﬁcation high-angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) STEM cross-sectional image
(scale bar: 10 nm) of the same sample as in (a), together with the corresponding elemental maps obtained by EDX. (c) High-resolution HAADF
image (scale bar: 2 nm) of the region highlighted in (b). Note that the exsolved particle is partially embedded in the LSF thin ﬁlm and forms a
coherent particle/oxide interface.

during the mild reduction step, the out-of-plane lattice
parameter increased by 0.6% (±0.1%) compared to the asprepared one. This chemical expansion is induced by oxygen
vacancy formation,53 and similar lattice expansion as a result of
oxygen release has also been reported for LSF powders.54
According to the bulk chemical expansion coeﬃcient,40 the
0.6% lattice expansion corresponds to an increase of 0.3 in δ
prior to the onset of exsolution (Supplementary Note 3).
While a quantitative comparison between NAP-XPS and XRD
is not possible due to the diﬀerent probing depths and
experimental conditions, both techniques consistently point to
the increase in δ in the LSF lattice during the prereduction
step. The formation of oxygen vacancies during this step is also
conﬁrmed by total electron yield mode X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (TEY-XAS). In the as-prepared LSF, the preedge band is clearly visible in the O K-edge (Figure 1f). This
feature is assigned to an empty state in the oxygen−iron
molecular orbitali.e., the electron hole charge compensating
the Sr doping.55 Upon reduction, the pre-edge feature
completely vanishes, indicating that the hole concentration
becomes negligible due to the increased oxygen deﬁciency in
LSF.40
During the second step, involving more signiﬁcant reduction
after heating the sample to 600 °C in 80 mTorr H2, the
particles started to appear on the surface, as seen in Figure 1d.
Since there is metal precipitation at this step, this has to be
associated with Schottky defect formation within the lattice (eq
2). Nevertheless, no apparent lattice volume change could be
detected with the XRD measurement during this step, as

revealed by the NAP-XPS measurement in Figure 1b). Upon
suﬃcient reduction, this leads to the nucleation of metal
nanoparticles. This step is associated with oxygen release and
metal precipitation, resulting in the formation of 2VFe
‴ -3V••
O
Schottky defects within the lattice
×
‴ + 2Fe 0 + 3V O•• + 3Oatm
2Fe×Fe + 3OO
→ 2V Fe

(2)

where Fe×Fe, VFe
‴ , and Fe0 denote a neutral Fe site, a triply
negatively charged Fe vacancy, and Fe metal species,
respectively. We recognize that Schottky defects can include
A-site vacancies as well, but we do not have evidence to these
defects that would result in the formation of La or Sr
precipitation under these conditions. As presented in Figure
S6, the La 4d and Sr 3d XPS spectra remained unchanged
during the experiment. As such, we only considered Fe and O
vacancies as a part of the Schottky defect formation process.
Meanwhile, we are aware that several intermediate steps may
take place in exsolution so that Fe0 does not necessarily form
directly from Fe3+. For example, Fe3+ can be ﬁrst reduced into
Fe2+ and precipitate as iron oxide prior to Fe0 formation.
Nevertheless, since the goal of eq 2 is to describe the overall
thermodynamic driving force instead of microkinetics, we keep
the current format for clarity and simplicity.
We further demonstrate the role of these two defect
reactions in exsolution, with a coupled chemical, morphological, and structural characterization of the LSF thin ﬁlm. To
begin with, we reduce the LSF ﬁlm at 400 °C in ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) to mildly reduce the sample. As illustrated in
Figure 1d−f, although no particles appeared on the surface
D
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Figure 3. Tuning point defect formation in the LSF thin ﬁlms with biaxial lattice strain. (a) Schematic representation depicting the sample
geometry, where biaxial lattice strain is introduced by heteroepitaxy. The number of lines indicates the range of in-plane strains achieved in LSF.
Here, the tensile strain is denoted as positive, and compressive strain as negative. (b) X-ray RSM about the (103) reﬂection of coherently strained
LSF thin ﬁlms, collected after the exsolution test. Note the ﬁlm peaks are directly below or above that of the substrate, conﬁrming identical in-plane
lattice constants and that the epitaxy is preserved after this exsolution process. (c) Change in the defect formation energy for the oxygen vacancy,
iron vacancy, and the Schottky defect versus biaxial lattice strain. The data points are calculated by DFT, while the lines represent the parabolic ﬁts.
The zero reference point corresponds to the unstrained state. Note that tensile strain facilitates the formation of both the oxygen vacancy and the
Schottky defect. (d) Calculated defect formation energy diﬀerence at the nominal strain values of the diﬀerently strained LSF ﬁlms. The unit cell
used in the DFT calculation is described in Supplementary Note 7.

indicated by the dashed line in Figure 1e. This may arise from
two possible scenarios: counteraction of cation and anion
vacancy formation on the lattice volume, as cation vacancies
contract the lattice while oxygen vacancies expand it;56,57 and a
nonuniform distribution of Schottky defects that is conﬁned to
the near-surface region under diﬀusion-limited conditions
(Supplementary Note 5). In addition, we did not observe
diﬀraction peaks for metallic iron and LaSrFeO4 in the
exsolved LSF ﬁlmthe two characteristic phases for fully
decomposed LSF thin ﬁlms.58,59 These observations indicate
that the LSF ﬁlms investigated in this work were at early stages
of surface exsolution, prior to bulk metal precipitation
(decomposition).60

The structure and chemical composition of the exsolved
nanoparticles were further investigated by aberration-corrected
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) imaging
and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). To facilitate
the STEM specimen preparation, large exsolved nanoparticles
are needed, and so the LSF ﬁlm was exsolved in a harsh
reducing environment (3% H2/N2, 650 °C, see Methods for
details) prior to STEM. As a result, the nanoparticles in the
STEM imaging were larger than the other nanoparticles
presented in this work, which were imaged right after the
exsolution onset. The planar and cross-sectional views of the
exsolved LSF ﬁlm are presented in Figure 2a,b, respectively.
While exsolution can occur both at the surface and in the bulk
of the host oxide,45,46 only surface exsolution was observed in
E
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Figure 4. Comparison of Fe0 exsolution on the LSF thin ﬁlms with strain-modulated point defect formation. (a) Comparison of in situ Fe 3p
spectra at 400 °C in 0.5 mbar H2, where the LSF ﬁlm under tensile strain (LSF/KTO) demonstrated the largest Fe0 feature. (b) Ex situ AFM
images showing the surface morphology after exsolution (scale bar: 100 nm), together with histograms of the (c) equivalent disk radius and (d)
average height of the nanoparticles on the surface. From in-plane compression to tension, there is a clear decrease in both height and radius of the
surface particles. (e) Surface Fe0 concentration and particle density on the diﬀerently strained LSF thin ﬁlms after exsolution. LSF ﬁlms under
tensile strain demonstrated the highest particle density as well as the largest [Fe0] at the surface upon exsolution.

analysis (Supplementary Note 1), we expect the surface
nanoparticles to be initially exsolved as metallic iron nanoparticles. However, the surface particles were oxidized41 in air
during the STEM sample preparation, which explains the iron
oxide observed in the STEM characterization instead of
metallic iron. This observation highlights the importance of
employing in situ characterization tools such as NAP-XPS to
investigate the exsolution process.
Tuning Exsolution with Strain-Modiﬁed Point Defect
Formation. The abovementioned results demonstrate that
V••
O and Schottky defect formations are the two primary point
defect reactions (eqs 1 and 2, which take place prior to and
during exsolution, respectively. As a result, the ease to form
these two defects in the oxide lattice thermodynamically
determines the onset of exsolution. In this section, we
demonstrate the capability to tailor Fe0 exsolution on LSF by

this study. Assuming that the Fe vacancies are uniformly
distributed in the entire ﬁlm, the nanoparticles shown in Figure
2a correspond to only about ∼1% Fe vacancy in LSF. In
addition, the particles are partially embedded into the LSF
surface. As discussed in the Introduction section, this
“anchored” structure is a typical characteristic of exsolved
nanoparticles.6 The elemental mapping reveals that the surface
nanoparticle is composed of Fe and O. Remarkably, as
indicated by the red dashed line in Figure 2c, the exsolved
nanoparticle formed a coherent interface with its parent oxide.
The highlighted atomic spacing of the particle represents the dspacing of the (220) planes of Fe3O4 (space group Fd3̅m),
which demonstrates the (220)LSF//(220)Fe3O4 crystalline
orientation relation at the interface. Based on the in situ
NAP-XPS characterization (Figure 1) and thermodynamics
F
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KTO. In other words, tensile strain could facilitate both the
prereduction reaction (eq 1) and the Schottky reaction (eq 2),
i.e., the two essential steps of exsolution in the LSF ﬁlms. As a
result, we would expect the tensile-strained LSF/KTO sample
to exhibit the most enhanced exsolution among the three LSF
samples.
To test this hypothesis, we compared the exsolution
behavior of the three diﬀerently strained LSF thin ﬁlms.
Since LSF is expected to completely decompose over time in
pure H2, we did not focus on the equilibrated state of these
ﬁlms. Instead, we compared the surface chemistry and
morphology of these ﬁlms consistently after 0.5 h reduction
in 0.5 mbar H2 at 400 °C. As shown in Supplementary Note 8,
the as-prepared diﬀerently strained LSF ﬁlms have similar
surface cation chemistry and morphology. After Fe exsolution,
a clear strain-dependent surface morphology and chemistry
were observed on these samples (Figure 4). Consistent with
our computational predictions, the tensile-strained LSF/KTO
sample exhibited the most enhanced exsolution outcome. First,
in situ Fe 3p spectra reﬂect an increase in the surface
concentration of metallic iron [Fe0] from in-plane compression
to tension (Figure 4a). Second, strain-dependent morphology
was also observed on the same samples (Figure 4b). To better
visualize the diﬀerence in the morphology, histograms of the
equivalent disk radius as well as average height of these
nanoparticles were generated from the images and are
presented in Figure 4c,d. As illustrated, the mode value
(Figure 4c) of the equivalent particle radius decreases from
compressive to tensile strain: while the particles on the surface
of LSF/LSAT have a mode radius of ∼10 nm, LSF/KTO
generated ﬁner particles with a mode radius of around 4 nm.
Similar trends can also be observed for the average particle
height (Figure 4d), which also decreases with the increase in
the tensile strain.
Please note that due to the particle oxidation by the
atmosphere (Figure 2), the ex situ atomic force microscopy
(AFM) results shown in Figure 4 may overestimate the real
particle size. In addition, due to the tip convolution eﬀects,61
the apparent topography in AFM scans can diﬀer from the real
particle morphology. In particular, the particles on the LSF/
KTO surface are approaching the AFM resolution limit62
(Supplementary Note 9). Nevertheless, by comparing the
AFM resolution limit with the mode particle size and by
examining the surface morphology with diﬀerent AFM tips, we
can safely exclude artifacts being responsible for the observed
trends. As an additional support, we observed similar straindependent exsolution in LSF when reducing the thin-ﬁlm
samples in a UHV chamber at higher temperatures
(Supplementary Note 10).
As summarized in Figure 4e, these ﬁndings clearly
demonstrate that, even with the same bulk cation chemistry
and the same reduction conditions, tuning point defect
formation of LSF can signiﬁcantly modulate its exsolution
behavior. That is, we expect the tensile-strained LSF to have
the highest surface Fe0 concentration, the largest particle
density, as well as the ﬁnest particle size after exsolution. It
should also be noted that, although the surface catalytic activity
of these strained ﬁlms was not examined in this work, this can
be inferred from the previous work. First, it has been
demonstrated that the surface catalytic activity of LSF
increases with surface [Fe0] when LSF was used as a cathode
for H2O splitting.63 Moreover, it is also known from other
catalytic studies that smaller metal nanoparticles increase the

tuning the formation energy of these two defects with a biaxial
lattice strain.
As sketched in Figure 3a, the lattice strain is introduced by
growing the LSF ﬁlms epitaxially onto the three (001)-oriented
perovskite-type single crystal substrates with diﬀerent lattice
parameters: La0.18Sr0.82Al0.59Ta0.41O3 (LSAT), SrTiO3 (STO),
and KTaO3 (KTO). These three LSF ﬁlms are denoted with
LSF/LSAT, LSF/STO, and LSF/KTO, respectively. The inplane lattice strain ε of the LSF ﬁlms is deﬁned as
ε=

Δa
a0

Article

(3)

where a0 represents the strain-free lattice parameter, and Δa
indicates the change in lattice parameter due to substrate
clamping. To verify the ﬁlm epitaxy during the exsolution
experiment, X-ray diﬀraction reciprocal space maps (RSMs)
were collected after Fe exsolution. As depicted in Figure 3b,
the ﬁlm peaks are directly below or above that of the substrate,
meaning that the LSF thin ﬁlms maintained identical in-plane
lattice parameters as that of the substrates even after
exsolution. The RSM measurement, thus, veriﬁes that the
LSF ﬁlms were coherently strained during the entire exsolution
process. As discussed in Supplementary Note 6, the strains
introduced by lattice clamping (eq 3) are much larger than the
thermal strains during exsolution. As a result, the overall elastic
strain for the three samples at the exsolution condition (400
°C) is expected to be −1.34% (LSF/LSAT), −0.34% (LSF/
STO), and +1.66% (LSF/KTO). Therefore, the three samples
used in this work clearly represent the LSF ﬁlms with three
diﬀerent strain states during exsolution: compressive, nearly
stress-free, and tensilefor LSF/LSAT, LSF/STO, and LSF/
KTO, respectively.
To illustrate how the point defect formation energy in LSF is
modulated by the biaxial lattice strain, we used DFT to
calculate the defect formation energy in LSF as a function of
lattice strain. A slightly diﬀerent composition (La0.5Sr0.5FeO3)
was chosen in the DFT calculation to reduce the size of the
simulation cell and minimize the calculation time needed.
Consistent with experimental samples, the cell is strained inplane and fully relaxed in the out-of-plane direction
(Supplementary Note 7). As a result of these calculations,
we ﬁnd that oxygen vacancy formation in the 2 × 2 × 2 LSF
unit cell expands the lattice by ∼2%, while an Fe vacancy alone
contracts the lattice by ∼2%. Consistent with their volume
change, the formation energies of these two defects behave
oppositely under strain. As shown in Figure 3c, tensile strains
reduce the formation energy of V••
O but increase the formation
.
Assuming
noninteracting
defects as a ﬁrstenergies for V‴
Fe
order approximation, we estimate the strain dependency of the
formation of the 2VFe
‴ -3V••
O Schottky defect (cf. eq 2) by a
linear combination of the individual V••
O and V‴
Fe. As a result,
‴ -3VO•• Schottky defect
the formation energy of the 2VFe
decreases under tensile strain; thus, tensile strain makes it
easier to form and stabilize this type of defect that triggers
exsolution of metal precipitates.
Figure 3d compares the relative change in the defect
formation energy at the nominal strain values of the LSF/
LSAT, LSF/STO, and LSF/KTO ﬁlms. Here, the zero
reference point corresponds to the unstrained state and
negative ΔEf values indicate favorable defect formation. The
‴ -3V••
formation energy of both V••
O and the 2VFe
O Schottky
defect decreases from LSF/LSAT to LSF/STO and to LSF/
G
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Figure 5. Correlation of Fe0 nanoparticle exsolution with V••
O pair formation. (a) AFM images of an atomically ﬂat LSF(001) thin ﬁlm before and
after exsolution (same sample, diﬀerent imaging spots). The arrows indicate the locations of the atomic steps. Scale bars: 200 nm. (b) Illustration of
2−
sites are colored by orange and gray in the 2D cubic lattice, respectively.
the defect model for the LSF(001) oxygen sublattice. The V••
O and O
sites
are
considered
to
be
in
the
same
defect
complex
if
they
are
nearest neighbors in a vacancy cluster. (c) Calculated surface densities of
Two V••
O
••
••
••
the isolated V••
O , VO pairs, and VO clusters on the LSF(001) surface at 400 and 650 °C as a function of total VO concentration taken as a variable at
••
−V
interaction
energy
of
0.3
eV,
while
the
shaded
region indicates the uncertainty
the surface. The solid lines are obtained with a neighboring V••
O
O
in the defect modeling, which is calculated by changing the interaction energy by ±0.1 eV. The scattered data points represent the experimentally
observed iron particle density in Figures 4b and 5a. Note that the exsolved Fe0 nanoparticle densities fall well within the range of the computed
surface V••
O pair density.

to be obtained in the lattice prior to the onset of exsolution. As
a result, oxygen vacancy and Schottky defect should be the two
fundamental point defects that determine the thermodynamics
for exsolution, not the B-site vacancy alone. This point can be
further supported by our observations for Fe0 exsolution in
LSF: while the formation of Fe vacancy is more favorable
under lattice compression (Figure 3c), the overall exsolution
phenomenon was boosted with lattice tension (Figure 4 and
Supplementary Note 10). As both Co vacancy and oxygen
vacancy formation are easier in STC under tensile strain,47 we
can infer that tensile strain facilitates both the prereduction
reaction (eq 1) and the Schottky reaction (eq 2) in STC, too.
This explains the enhanced exsolution of Co on tensilestrained STC, similar to the LSF case reported in this work.
However, Han et al.’s work on LSTN, which shows more
exsolution under compressive strain, does not explicitly
consider the role of any point defects.48 Nevertheless, we
can estimate the strain dependency of point defects and the
resulting exsolution in that material system, too, based on
defect formation volume and strain energy. Since a point defect
formation can result in lattice expansion or contraction,53 the
overall lattice volume often changes after the exsolution
reaction (Supplementary Note 11). Conversely, the expanded/
contracted lattice volume imposed facilitates or impedes the
formation of point defects.56 Thus, we expect that introducing
tensile strain to the host oxide facilitates the formation of the
defect(s) formed upon exsolution, if that oxide lattice expands
after exsolution, and vice versa. For the case of LSF, lattice
expands during exsolution (Figure 1e) so that applying a
tensile strain to this material facilitates the formation of both
oxygen vacancies and Schottky defects and results in more

rate of various chemical reactions either by increasing the
eﬀective surface area per volume or by increasing the intrinsic
reactivity of the catalyst material itself.2,19,64 Therefore, with
the highest [Fe0] and smallest particle size on LSF/KTO, we
anticipate the tensile-strained LSF to have the highest surface
catalytic activity.
Discussion on Strain Dependencies of Nanoparticle
Exsolution. Prior to this work, there have been conﬂicting
reports regarding the dependence of exsolution on strain in
perovskite oxides. For example, Kim et al.47 reported tensile
strain to promote Co exsolution in SrTi0.75Co0.25O3 (STC). On
the contrary, Han et al.48 reported that compressive strain
facilitated Ni exsolution in La0.2Sr0.7Ti0.9Ni0.1O3 (LSTN).
These studies suggest that the strain dependency can be
system-dependent and the underlying mechanism still needs to
be explored and discussed. As will be elaborated below, these
seemingly contradictory observations can be reconciled within
the framework proposed in this work in terms of point defect
formation.
In the work by Kim et al.,47 the authors interpret the strain
dependence of exsolution based solely on the Co (B site)
vacancy formation that becomes easier under tensile strain.
Their analysis misses a key step in exsolution; that is, the
reduction in the lattice itself. While Co vacancy formation is a
part of the process, it is not the only, and certainly not the ﬁrst,
defect to be involved. Critically, one has to also consider the
reduction of the metal cations in the oxide via oxygen vacancy
formation. This is because B-site vacancies do not form
independently in the host oxide during exsolution but rather
form together with oxygen vacancies as Schottky defect.
Moreover, a threshold of oxygen nonstoichiometry also needs
H
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Figure 6. Eﬀect of oxygen vacancy on adsorption of Fe atoms and Fe2 dimers. (a and b) Fe and Fe2 dimer structures on (a) isolated V••
O sites
(1VO), and (b) V••
O pair (2VO) sites of the FeO2-terminated LSF(100) surface. (c) Comparison of the Fe adsorption, Fe2 adsorption, and Fe
••
dimerization energies on isolated V••
O and VO pairs. The energy diﬀerences (Diﬀ.) for these two types of adsorption sites are summarized at the
••
bottom of each panel. As illustrated, all three processes are more favored on V••
O pairs compared to on the isolated VO .

Fe0 exsolution. The ﬁlm was exsolved by thermal reduction in
the UHV chamber (base pressure = 10−9 mbar), where the Fe0
exsolution was conﬁrmed with in situ lab-based XPS. The ex
situ AFM images of the LSF surfaces before and after
exsolution are shown in Figure 5a. As illustrated, the asprepared LSF thin ﬁlm has ﬂat terraces that are separated by
monolayer atomic steps (Supplementary Note 12). After
heating the LSF sample to 650 °C in UHV, nanoparticles
started to form on the surface, together with the appearance of
Fe0 species in the Fe 2p photoelectron spectra (Supplementary
Note 12). One important feature to note in Figure 5a is that
the exsolved nanoparticles are uniformly distributed on the
terraces, with no preference to the step edges. This
characteristic suggests that certain defect sites at the surface
are more favorable for nanoparticle nucleation and growth than
step edges.27,28
As discussed in the Introduction section, we hypothesize
that this preferential nucleation site is related to the surface
oxygen vacancies. This is because both isolated and clustered
V••
O sites have been shown as favorable nucleation sites for
metal particle growth on binary oxides.66−68 We cannot
visually probe the nucleation sites on the LSF surface at the
exsolution onset. We can, instead, correlate the concentration

facile exsolution. However, the LSTN lattice contracted after
Ni exsolution in Han’s work,48 indicating that the point defects
involved in the exsolution reaction contract the lattice. Based
on the above thoughts, we thus expect compressive strain to
facilitate Ni exsolution in LSTN, which is consistent with the
ﬁnding in ref 48.
Therefore, we can reconcile all these works, LSF in this
report and LSTN and STC in refs 47 and 48, by considering
the coupling of point defects involved in exsolution to the
strain energy of the thin ﬁlms. The favored strain tensor to
promote nanoparticle exsolution in all the systems represent
the one that favors the formation of the defects responsible for
exsolution of metal particles out of the host oxidein LSF, we
have shown these defects to be oxygen vacancy and Schottky
defects that are favored under tensile strain.
V••
O -Mediated Nanoparticle Nucleation. To date, several
studies analyzed the nanoparticle exsolution based on the
homogeneous nucleation theory.48,65 In this section, we show
that a heterogeneous nucleation model can be more
appropriate to describe exsolution because nucleation of the
metal particles can preferentially take place on defect sites at
the surface. To do so, we investigated the morphological
evolution of an atomically smooth LSF(001) thin ﬁlm during
I
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of oxygen vacancies to the concentration of Fe0 nanoparticles
as an indirect measure to test this hypothesis. Since the
exsolved particles are anchored and maintain their nucleation
position,9 we expect that the observed particle density largely
reﬂects the density of the nucleation sites at the exsolution
onset. Hence, a direct comparison between the Fe0 nanoparticle density and the surface concentration of diﬀerent types
of defect structures can be useful in identifying the nature of
the nucleation center.
Motivated by this idea, we combined DFT and MC
simulations to model the microscopic defect structure of the
LSF surface. The defect model takes into account the stability
of both individual oxygen vacancies and their interacting pairs
(clusters), as schematically shown in Figure 5c. First, we
construct a 2D cubic lattice with periodic boundary conditions
to represent the LSF(001) surface as experimentally observed
(Supplementary Note 12). In this simulated 2D lattice, each
element represents either a surface oxygen atom or a V••
O.
Then, a model Metropolis MC simulation was conducted on
this 2D lattice to simulate the process of defect clustering. The
simulation temperatures were set to match the experimental
exsolution condition in Figures 4 and 5. The interaction energy
between the ﬁrst nearest neighbor (1NN) V••
O sites is 0.3 ± 0.1
eV, with positive value representing repulsion. This interaction
energy comes from our DFT calculations of vacancy−vacancy
interactions on the FeO2-terminated LSF(001) surface. Finally,
••
the concentrations of isolated V••
O , nearest-neighbor VO pairs,
••
and VO clusters were calculated from the thermodynamically
equilibrated lattices. Here, we deﬁne VO•• clusters as any VO••
complexes that contain more than two oxygen vacancies.
••
Figure 5c shows the surface density of the isolated V••
O , VO
••
pairs, and VO clusters on the equilibrated oxygen sublattice as
a function of surface oxygen deﬁciencies (V••
O concentration) at
••
400 and 650 °C. As illustrated, due to the V••
O −VO repulsion,
the surface defect density follows isolated V••
≫
V••
O
O pairs ≫
••
VO clusters for both temperatures. Meanwhile, due to the
increased thermal energy (kBT), the equilibrated V••
O pairs and
V••
O clusters are higher at 650 °C than at 400 °C. In the same
plot, the nanoparticle densities on the exsolved LSF surfaces
(Figures 4b and 5a) are plotted at [V••
O ] = 8%, the critical
oxygen nonstoichiometry prior to the exsolution onset
(Supplementary Note 3). By comparing the surface density
of the exsolved Fe0 nanoparticle and that of the V••
O -related
point defects, we found that the measured particle density falls
well within the range of the calculated V••
O pair concentration.
However, the calculated density of both the individual V••
O sites
and the large V••
O clusters are around 3 orders of magnitude oﬀ
compared to the particle density. This comparison delivers a
strong evidence that V••
O pairs are more likely to be the
nucleation site for Fe0 nanoparticle exsolution on the LSF
••
surface, rather than individual V••
O sites and large VO clusters.
To assess the validity of this correlation at the atomic level,
we examine whether Fe prefers to nucleate on the V••
O pairs.
Since metal dimer formation can constitute the ﬁrst step in
metal nanoparticle nucleation,69 we calculated the Fe dimer
formation on the FeO2-terminated LSF(001) surface using
DFT. Figure 6a,b shows the conﬁguration of the adsorbed Fe
••
and Fe2 dimers at isolated V••
O and VO pairs. Based on these
conﬁgurations, we calculated three characteristic energies
associated with Fe dimer (Fe2) formation: Fe adsorption
energy ΔE1, Fe dimer adsorption energy ΔE2, and the Fe
dimerization energy ΔE3. These energies are deﬁned as
follows:

Article

ΔE1(SLSF) = −E(Fe/SLSF) + E(Fe) + E(SLSF)

(4)

ΔE2(SLSF) = −E(Fe2 /SLSF) + 2 × E(Fe) + E(SLSF)
(5)

′ ) + E(Fe/SLSF)
ΔE3(SLSF) = −E(Fe2 /SLSF) − E(SLSF
′ )
+ E(Fe/SLSF

(6)

where SLSF and S′LSF indicate the diﬀerent adsorption sites on
••
the LSF surface, which can be either an isolated V••
O or a VO
pair. ΔE1 and ΔE2 measure the capability to bind an Fe
adatom and an Fe2 dimer to a given site on the LSF surface.
Meanwhile, the Fe dimerization energy ΔE3 measures the
stability of the adsorbed Fe2 dimer on a given site with respect
to two separate Fe adatoms that are bound to an isolated V••
O
and a V••
O pair, respectively.
These three characteristic energies for the isolated V••
O and
V••
O pairs, together with the energy diﬀerence between these
two types of adsorption sites, are summarized in Figure 6c. As
shown, Fe and Fe2 adsorption are favored on the V••
O pairs by
0.52 and 0.15 eV. Based on the equilibrium of two-level
systems, we expect more than 99% of the Fe adatoms and
more than 80% of Fe2 adsorbates to occupy the V••
O pairs
instead of the isolated V••
O sites at the exsolution conditions
(Supplementary Note 13). The DFT calculation thus conﬁrms
that V••
O pairs are more favorable to form Fe adatoms and Fe
dimers on the LSF surface, compared to the isolated V••
O sites.
As a result of these MC simulations and DFT calculations, we
can anticipate that the V O•• pairs formed during the
prereduction step to be a critical defect structure responsible
for the nanoparticle nucleation in exsolution. Assuming
noninteracting defects as a ﬁrst-order approximation, we
estimate the strain dependency of oxygen vacancy pair
formation to be similar to that of individual V••
O (Figure 3).
As a result, tensile strain should also facilitate the formation of
oxygen vacancy pairs in LSF. As a support of this argument, we
note that strain-enhanced oxygen vacancy pairing/ordering has
also been observed in previous studies.36,38
While further studies are required to illustrate the detailed
nucleation mechanism, some practical insights can be already
extrapolated from this work. Prior observations have shown
that grain boundaries8,70 can act as preferential nucleation sites
for the exsolved nanoparticles. It is reasonable that on
polycrystalline specimens, grain boundaries act as nucleation
sites for the exsolved nanoparticles.71 However, for those grainboundary-facilitated nucleation scenarios, the particle density is
much smaller (∼109 cm−2) compared to the ones in this work
(∼1011 cm−2). Therefore, promoting point-defect-mediated
nucleation may be even more important than engineering grain
boundaries in the host oxide to enhance the exsolution process.
As a result, we expect oxygen vacancy engineering to be an
eﬀective approach to tailor the particle density in nanoparticle
exsolution.

■

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, using lattice strain to tune the point defect
formation in a model perovskite oxide system, we demonstrate
the capability to tailor nanoparticle exsolution using elastic
strain and point defect engineering. We quantitatively
measured the fundamental role of oxygen vacancy and
Schottky defect formation in both the thermodynamics and
the nucleation kinetics of Fe0 nanoparticle exsolution in
epitaxial thin-ﬁlm LSF. Tensile strain favors the formation of
J
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(Fischione Nanomill). STEM images were acquired using a probecorrected JEOL ARM 200F operating at 200 kV, and images were
calibrated to the substrate Nb:STO(001) lattice spacing of 3.905 nm.
Elemental mapping was performed using EDX in the aforementioned
STEM.
Surface Defect Modeling. A 100 × 100 2D square lattice with
periodic boundary conditions was employed to simulate the oxygen
sublattice of the LSF(001) surface (Figure 5b). Since the aim of this
simulation is to quantify oxygen vacancy cluster formation, the
simulated lattice consists purely of oxygen and oxygen vacancy sites.
In the simulated square 2D lattice, the interaction energy between the
nearest V••
O sites was set to be 0.3 eV based on DFT calculation, while
all other interactions were ignored. The Metropolis MC simulation
was conducted as follows: First, 100 random conﬁgurations were
generated as initial guesses at each [V••
O ]. Then, each of the 100 initial
lattices was evolved by switching sites according to the Metropolis
scheme. Each MC step consisted of 10 000 switching trials, and the
ensemble average was estimated by averaging 500 MCS after
equilibrium. Finally, the densities of VO••-related defects were
calculated as the mean value of the 100 thermodynamically
equilibrated lattices. In accord with the experiment, the simulation
temperature was set to be 650 °C and the lattice constant for the 2D
lattice was set to be 0.4 nm. A more detailed description of the MC
simulation procedure is presented in ref 72.
Density Functional Theory. DFT calculations are performed
with the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) with PAWPW91 pseudopotentials. Energy cut-oﬀ is set to 500 eV. A Hubbard U
correction of 4.0 eV is applied to Fe. All calculations are spinpolarized. Defect formation energies in the bulk are calculated using a
2 × 2 × 2 La0.5Sr0.5FeO3 supercell (8 formula units) with the ordered
alternating layers of La and Sr.73 A 4 × 4 × 4 k-point grid is used.
Multiple vacancy sites are considered and the conﬁgurations with the
lowest energies are reported. Fe dimer formation calculations are
performed on a 2 × 2 BO-terminated LSF surface with 10 atomic
layers (40 formula units) and 20 Å of vacuum. The ﬁve atomic layers
in the middle are ﬁxed during the structural relaxation to mimic bulk
LSF. A 2 × 2 × 1 k-point grid is used. The atomic structures used in
the DFT calculation are presented in Supplementary Note 7.

these defects involved in exsolution and thereby increases the
amount of Fe0 metal formation with higher density and smaller
size of particles compared to that on compressively strained
ﬁlms. Our experimental and computational results point to the
oxygen vacancy pairs as the nucleation sites for the exsolved
nanoparticles on the host oxide. The ability to engineer point
defects in exsolution presents pathways for the design of
nanostructured catalysts in energy and fuel conversion
processes.

■
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METHODS

Film Preparation. The LSF target for pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) was synthesized from powders prepared by the shake and bake
method. La2O3 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.999%), SrCO3 (Sigma-Aldrich,
99.995%), and Fe2O3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.998%) powders were mixed in
appropriate ratios and ground using agate mortar and pestle for half
an hour and then calcinated at 1000 °C for 5 h with a heating and
cooling rate of 5 °C/min. The powders were then pressed into pellets
using a hydrostatic press and sintered at 1350 °C for 20 h with a
heating and cooling rate of 5 °C/min in stagnant air, thus yielding an
LSF target. (001)-oriented 10 × 10 × 0.5 mm3 single crystal
substrates (MTI Corporation, one side polished) were employed in
this work. Each crystal substrate was cleaned in methanol (Koptech
200 Proof) in an ultrasonic bath for 3 min before the PLD deposition.
The thin-ﬁlm LSF was deposited with a KrF (λ = 248 nm) excimer
laser, at a pulse repetition rate of 5 Hz and a laser energy of 400 mJ.
During deposition, the substrate temperature was kept at 650 °C in an
oxygen pressure of 20 mTorr. By applying 4000 laser pulses to the
LSF target, an LSF thin ﬁlm of about 20 nm thickness was grown on
the substrate (substrate to target distance is 85 mm). After deposition,
the sample was cooled in the deposition atmosphere at a cooling rate
of 5 °C/min. The as-prepared PLD thin ﬁlms were not exposed to any
further surface treatment to avoid potential contamination. The
deposited PLD thin ﬁlms exhibited desired composition as revealed
by ICP measurements (Supplementary Note 8).
Near-Ambient Pressure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy.
The NAP-XPS measurements were carried out at the NAP-XPS end
station of the Pierre and Marie Curie University set on TEMPO
beamline at Synchrotron SOLEIL and the IOS (23-ID-2) beamline of
the National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II) at Brookhaven
National Lab. The sample was placed on a ceramic heater, with
thermocouples mounted directly onto the surface for temperature
measurements. During the measurement, samples were preconditioned at 400 °C in 0.5 mbar O2 at the beginning of the measurement
to remove adventitious carbon, cooled down in UHV, and then
gradually heated up to 400 °C in 0.5 mbar ﬂushing H2 to trigger Fe
exsolution. At each temperature, samples were equilibrated for 20 min
before the spectra collection.
Atomic Force Microscopy and Reciprocal Space Mapping.
Ex situ AFM and RSM were performed on the LSF thin ﬁlms after the
NAP-XPS measurement. RSM was collected with a Bruker D8 highresolution X-ray diﬀractometer using monochromatic Cu Kα1
radiation. To maximize the RSM signal from the ﬁlm, an asymmetric
conﬁguration [103−] is employed for the measurement. AFM images
were collected on a Cypher S AFM Microscope with tapping mode,
using Bruker TESP-V2 AFM probe. Each of the AFM characterization
was done on the center of the sample to avoid edge eﬀects.
Imaging and Elemental Mapping by STEM. The LSF thin ﬁlm
for STEM imaging is grown on 0.5% Nb:STO(001) substrate to
enhance sample electronic conductivity. Before characterization, the
sample is reduced in 200 sccm 3% H2/N2 at 650 °C for 5 h to trigger
exsolution. The STEM specimen was prepared by conventional Ga+
focused ion beam (FIB) lift out procedure using a FIB-SEM (Helios
Dual Beam 600). Prior to FIB work, a layer of carbon with 10 nm
thickness was deposited on the LSF ﬁlm by carbon evaporation with
EMS QT150 ES. The FIB lamella was thinned using a ﬁnal Ga ion
accelerating voltage of 2 kV with the beam incident at ±1°. The
lamella was then polished using 600 eV Ar ions incident at ±10°
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